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Abstract 
Assume Q is a definable subset of a model of T. We define a notion of Q-isolated type, 
generalizing an earlier definition for countable Q. This notion is absolute. For superstable T, we 
give some sufficient conditions for the existence of Q-atomic models. We apply this to prove 
some results on weak categoricity over a predicate. 
0. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of the study of the relationship between a model and its 
definable subset, carried in [9, lo]. In [9, lo] we considered mainly countable models. 
Here we extend the methods of [9, lo] to the uncountable case. Throughout the paper, 
T is a countable complete theory in language L, Q(x) is a fixed formula of L. We are 
interested in relationship between a model A4 of T and the set Q(M) of elements of 
M satisfying @. We adopt the convention of regarding all models of T to be 
elementary submodels of a fixed, very saturated model 6:. 
Let Q = Q(M). The main contribution of [9] is the definition of a Q-isolated type 
and Q-atomic model (for countable Q), generalizing the notions of isolated type and 
atomic model. In particular, we prove in [9] that a countable Q-atomic model is 
unique up to isomorphism. The main result of this paper is a definition of a Q-isolated 
type for an arbitrary, possibly uncountable Q. The notion of a Q-isolated type 
introduced here coincides with the old one (from [9]) for countable Q, and is absolute, 
that is it does not depend on the underlying set-theoretical universe (Theorem 1.3). 
However, now a Q-atomic model does not always exist. Moreover, it is unique only up 
to Leo, -equivalence. That is why we turn to investigating models N with Q = Q(N) up 
to L,, -equivalence rather than isomorphism. 
In Section 2 in some cases, when T is superstable and 1 Ql small, we prove that 
a Q-atomic model exists. Then, using transfer lemmas connecting Q-isolation of types 
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over various sets Q, we obtain some results on weak categoricity over @ in 
various powers. In general, we follow the standard notation established in [12,1]. 
Below we introduce a specific notation regarding L,,-equivalence of models and 
sets. 
We use unbarred letters a, b, c, . . . to denote elements or tuples of elements of (5 (or 
Pi). So a E B means that a is a tuple of elements of B, as opposed to a E B, meaning 
that a is an element of B. 
Similarly, x, y, z, . . . denote tuples of variables. c denotes proper inclusion. 
Now we recall the local Scott analysis of 6 with respect to a given subset B of 
(5 (see [lo]). 
So let B c 6. For CI E On u ( cc } we define equivalence relations - E B - (a) (denoted 
also by E,( ~1)) on tuples of elements of 6 (or, more generally, indexed subsets of 6) and 
on S(B) as follows. Suppose a, b are tuples of elements of 6 (or, more generally, 
indexed subsets of 6): 
(a) a --B b(0) iff a = b, that is tp(u) = tp(b). 
(b) For limit 6, a Go b(6) iff a =B b(u) for every c( < 6. 
(c) a =B b(or + 1) iff for every finite c G B there are d,e c B, such that UC =B bd(a) 
and ue =B be(a). 
Finally, a =B b( co ) iff a =B b(a) for every c( E On. Clearly, whether a =B b(a) 
depends only on tp(u/B) and tp(b/B). Hence, for p,q E S(B) we define p =B q(u) iff 
a =a b(u) for all (Some) a, b WiliZing p, q, rCSpCCtiVCly. 
We also define localized versions of E,(U): for c c 6 we let a =a b(cr, c) 
iff UC =B be(a), and for p, q E S(Bc), p =B q(a,c) iff a =B b(2, c) for all (some) a, b 
realizing p, q, respectively. We denote the equivalence relation . cB - (cc, c) also by 
EB(@, C). 
Let the Scott height of a over B (denoted by SH(u/B)) be the minimal ordinal 
tl such that for all finite b, c E B, ub 3 B uc( a) implies ub = B uc( a + 1). If p E S(B), 
H(p) is defined as SH(u/B) for any a realizing p. SH( B) is SH(@/B). Clearly, 
SH(u/B) < IBI+. 
Also, for countable B and c( < ol, EB(a) is Bore1 on S(B). We define the 
notion of L,, -equivalence of two sets A, B c 6 in terms of a back-and-forth 
relation. A relation - between finite tuples of elements of A and finite tuples of 
elements of B is called a back-and-forth relation (between A and B) if the following 
hold: 
(a) a - b implies a = b. 
(b) Ifu - b then for every c E A there is a d E B and for every d E B there is a c E A such 
that UC - bd. 
The classical theorem of Karp [6] says that two models M, N are L,,-equivalent iff 
there is a back-and-forth relation - between M and N. 
So we say that A,B are L,, -equivalent (A =, B) iff there is a back-and-forth 
relation between A and B. We define also a localized version of L,,-equivalence: for 
c,d c 6 let (A;c) E, (B;d) iff there is a back-and-forth relation - between A and 
B such that a - b implies UC = bd. 
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Another approach to Scott analysis and L,,- equivalence is via E-types. Let B c Q. 
For a c 6 we define the a-type of a in B (tp& a)) by induction on c1 E On u { cc }. 
(a) tp&a) = tp(a). 
(b) For limit 6, tpa,B(a) = lJ,<atpa.~(a). 
(c) tp,+ 1.B (U) = (t&J&b): b E B}. 
We&fine tprn,B(a)as LLo~ t&$(a). That is, strictly speaking, tp,,B(a) is not a set 
but a class. 
The next lemma shows that E-types describe classes of B,(a). 
Lemma 0.1. (1) U GB b(cr) ijftp,,B(u) = t&B(b). 
(2) IfSH(A) = SH(B) = u and tpa+l,A(0) = tpa+l,B(0) then A 38 B. 
(3) IfSH(A) = c( and tpb+Z,A(!!?) = tpa+&$) then SH(B) = tt and A srn B. 
Proof. (1) can be proved by induction on g. (2) and (3) are standard. 0 
Let A, B be subsets of 6. We say that A is an u-subset of B and B is an cc-extension of
A (A G,B) if A G B and for every finite a c A, tp,,A(u) = tpb,B(a)+ A c m B means 
A E, B for every 0: E On. 
We say that A is an z -subset of B (A c _ B) if A E B and for all finite a, b C_ A, 
a =A b( co) iff a =B b( co). We will use the following refined variants of E E : 
A ~,,BmeansthatA~Bandforu,b~A,u r,b(co)impliesu sBb(co). 
A E,,BmeansthatAGBandforu,bcA,u r,b(co)impliesu GAb(co). 
Lemma 0.2. (1) A G,B implies A E _ B; A G C B iffA c,,= Band A E,, B. 
(2) Gas, G ~ , Cps , Gnc are transitive. 
(3) Suppose ZI = (A<, 5 < 0) is an increasing chain of subsets of & with A, 5, A, for 
all < < [ < /I (that is, d is an G.-chain). Let A, = U &. Then for every 5 < 1, 
A, saAg. 
(4) If SH(A) = 0 and A G B then A E,, B. 
(5) Zf SH(B) = 0 and A E B then A E,, B. 
(6) A E, B if/-for every a E A, (A;u) and (&a) are L,,-equivalent. 
Proof. Easy. (3) may be proved by induction on CI. 0 
Let X be any infinite set. Recall that a set Y E [Xl0 is closed unbounded (club) if 
Y is upwards closed and cofinal in ([I Xlw, z ), that is Y is closed under taking unions 
of countable subsets of Y and any countable subset of X is contained in an element 
of Y. Y E [Xl” is stationary if Y meets any club subset of [Xl”‘. Club subsets of 
[Xl0 generate a filter which we call Club(X). This notion was studied by Jech and 
Kueker (cf. [7,13, III]). We shall use the fact that A E Club(X) iff for some Y contain- 
ing X and some structure Y = ( Y; X, . . . ) in a countable language with a predicate for 
X, A contains the set of all countable X’ c X such that for some countable elementary 
substructure Y’ of Y, X’ = Xn Y’, where Y’ is the universe of g/’ (see [13,111.1.7]). 
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For a~Onu{co} and A c 6 let &(@,A) = { tp,,,(a): a c A} and S,(8) = 
IJ(S,(&M): M is an elementary submodel of 61. 
Lemma 0.3. (1) Assume c( -C co1 andfor every /3 < CI, S,(8, A) is countable. Then the set 
X,(A) = {BE [A]“: B c,A} is club. 
(2) The set X, (A) = {B E [A]“: B c z A} is in Club(A). 
Proof. (1) One can prove that X,(A) = (B E [A]“: B sB A} is club by induction on 
/3 < ci. 
(2) Choose a large I > K = 1 Al such that A, 6 E H(L). Consider the structure 
S = (H(A), E ,a, A). So the relations EA(~), a < A, are definable in S. Let Y be the set 
of countable B E A such that for some countable elementary substructure S’ of S, 
B = AnS’. So Y E Club(A). Let B E Y. We will show that B E _ A. Choose S’ c S 
such that AnS’ = B. (K+ nS’, < ) is a countable well ordering, so there is a function 
j: (K+ n S’) + On preserving < and mapping K+ n s' onto an initial segment of wl. 
Since in the definition of EA(m) conditions (b) and (c) are first-order expressible in 
S and condition (a) is preserved under taking elementary substructure, for a, b c B 
and /I E K+ nS’ we have 
(*) a =A b(p) iff a --B b(j(j3)). 
Let tx = SH( A). Hence j(cr) is SH( B) and by ( * ), for a, b G B, a =A b(a) iff 
a =B b(j( c()). Since c1 = SH( A), a =A b(cr) is equivalent to a =A b( cc ) and 
a =B b(j(cl)) is equivalent o a =B b( 00 ). So B E _ A. 0 
Corollary 0.4. Assume I( T,Ko) < 2’0. Then for every c( < ol, S,(8) is countable and 
for every M G 6, the set X,(M) = {N E [Ml”: N S, M} is club. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on cc For a = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
for every /I < ~1, S,(0) is countable. In particular, for every M and b < ~1, S,(0, M) is 
countable, hence by Lemma 0.3(l), X,(M) is club. It follows that for every p E S,(0) 
there is a countable M such that p E S,(@, M). 
The relation E on countable models of T defined by E( M, N) iff S,(8, M) = S,(8, N) 
is a Bore1 equivalence relation, and if S,(0) is uncountable then E has un- 
countably, hence continuum many classes. This contradicts I( T, K,) -C 2’0. So S,(0) is 
countable. 0 
Let M be any model of T. By the Liiwenheim-Skolem theorem, any countable 
subset of M is contained in a countable elementary submodel of M. So M may be 
thought of as built from its countable elementary submodels. If submodels of M of 
a fixed isomorphism type occur often enough in M, then we can forget about all other 
countable elementary submodels of M and think of M as being built from models of 
this fixed isomorphism type. So given a countable model N of T we say tht N occurs 
stationarily often in M if the set X = {N’ E [Ml”: N’ z N} is stationary. We say that 
N occurs club often in M if the set X is in Club(M). In this case we say that N is 
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a countable component of M. Notice that since Club(M) is a filter, M can have up to 
isomorphism at most one countable component. 
The next lemma follows directly from [7, Theorem 23. 
Lemma 0.5. (1) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M has a countable component. 
(b) SH( M) is countable andfor every a < ol, S,(& M) is countable. 
(c) M has a Scott sentence in LUI,. 
(2) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) N occurs stationarily often in M. 
(b) N occurs club often in M. 
(c) N and M have the same Scott sentence in L,,,. 
Assume I( T, K,) d KO and let M be a model of T. Since Club(M) is closed under 
countable intersections, some countable N occurs stationarily often in M. By Lemma 
0.5, N occurs club often in M. So as a corollary to Lemma 0.5 we get that if 
I( T,&) < KO then every model of T has a countable component. 
For a countable model N we say that N is K-extensive if N occurs club often in some 
model of power JC. N is extensive if N is K-extensive for every infinite K. 
Lemma 0.6. (1) If N is tc-extensive and ,u < K is injinite then N is u-extensive. 
(2) If N is &-extensive then N is extensive. 
Proof. (1) Suppose N occurs club often in some M of power K. As in Lemma 0.3( 1) we 
see that there is M’ E, M of power p. Hence N occurs club often in M’. 
(2) Let cp be the Scott sentence of N. By Lemma 0.5, cp has a model of power x0,. 
Hence cp has a model in every infinite power (see for example [3]). 0 
1. Q-isolated types and transfer lemmas. 
We will denote by Q with possible sub- or superscripts ets of the form Q(M), where 
M is a model of T. For such a Q let K, denote the class of models N of T with 
Q = Q(N). So the class of all models of T is the union of classes K,, where Q ranges 
over sets of the form @p(M). We are interested in the ways in which we can construct 
models in K,, for a given Q. 
[ cp] denotes the class of types containing cp. For A c 6 let &?( Q, A) = {p(x) E S( AQ): 
for sOme cp(x,y) E L(AQ), p(x)u (cp(x,~)I is consistent and implies Q(y) & y # m for 
any m E Q}. g(Q) is W(Q,@). 
We think of 9?(Q, A) as the set of “bad” types, having in mind that clearly no 
p E .%?(Q, A) can be realized in any model M E K, containing A. If p E S(QA)\%?(Q, A) 
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then we say that p is good (over A). The following remark justifies the definition of 
553( Q, A) for stable T or QA countable. 
Remark 1.1. (1) Assume T is stable or QA is countable. Then p E @(Q, A) iff there is 
no N E Ko containing A and realizing p. 
(2) If for every consistent formula q(x) E L(QA) implying Q(x), q(m) holds for 
some m E Q, then g(Q, A) is meager in S(QA). Otherwise ?+?(Q, A) = S(QA). 
Proof. (1) If QA is countable, we apply the omitting types theorem. If T is stable, any 
locally atomic model over QAa, where a realizes p, will do. 
(2) It is easy. See [8] to see that g(Q, A) is meager. If some q(y) E L(QA) implies 
Q(y)& y # m for any m E Q then clearly every p E S(QA) belongs to 64?(Q, A). 0 
First assume Q is countable: By a version of Scott isomorphism theorem, for 
countable Q and p,q E S(Q), p =Q q( 00 ) just if there is an elementary mapping 
f permuting Q (that is an automorphism of Q) such that f(p) = q. Since we are 
interested in models in KQ up to an isomorphism possibly permuting Q, it is natural to 
identify EQ( 00 )-equivalent ypes. Moreover, EQ( co )-classes of types are Borel, hence 
have the Baire property. Sometimes we call EQ( co)-classes of types over Q pseudo- 
types. 
For countable Q we defined in [9] the notion of Q-isolation of types over Q as 
follows. Suppose c c 6. We say that p E S( Qc) is Q-isolated over c if p/EQ( co , c) is not 
meager in S( Qc). Q-isolated means Q-isolated over 0. We say that a model M E KQ is 
Q-atomic if for every a c M, tp( a/Q) is Q-isolated. The following lemma implies that 
Q-isolation is absolute for countable Q. 
Lemma 1.2 (Newelski [lo]). Assume Q is countable, a = SH(Q) and p E S(Q). The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p is Q-isolated. 
(2) For every a E Q, ~/EQ( 00 ,a) is not nowhere dense. 
(3) For every a E Q, ~/EQ(cI + 1,a) is not nowhere dense. 
Now for any Q and c c 6 we say that p E S(Qc) is Q-isolated over c if in 
some transitive extension V’ of the underlying set-theoretical universe V, Q 
is countable and p is Q-isolated over c. Lemma 1.2 suggests also another definition. 
We say that p E S(Qc) is strongly Q-isolated over c if for every a E Q, ~/EQ( a~ ,ac) 
is not nowhere dense in S(Qc). [Strongly] Q-isolated means [strongly] Q-isolated 
over 0. We define the notions of a Q-atomic set and Q-atomic model in a 
natural way. 
Clearly our notion of a Q-isolated type agrees with the old one for countable Q. In 
the next theorem we show that Q-isolation is absolute (that is, the choice of V’ in the 
definition is irrelevant) and provide conditions equivalent o Q-isolation. 
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Theorem 1.3. Let p E S(Q). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p is Q-isolated. 
(2) For club many countable Q’ E Q, p 1 Q’ is Q’kolated. 
(3) For stationarily many countable Q’ G Q, p 1 Q’ is Q’kolated. 
(4) For some cp E p, for cofinally many countable Q’ E 3 Q the following holds: 
( * ) p’ = p 1 Q’ is Q’-isolated and p’/Eo,( cc ) is comeager in [q~] n S(Q’). 
(5) p is Q-isolated in some (every) transitive extension V’ of I/. 
Proof. Clearly (2) + (3). 
(3) + (4): By Lemma 0.3(2), X, (Q) = {Q’ E [Q]“: Q’ E _ Q} is in Club(Q). Let 
Y = {Q’ E [Q]“: p 1 Q’ is Q’-isolated}. Since for countable Q’ and p’ E S(Q’), 
p’/Eo.( 00 ) has Baire property, for every Q’ E Y nX, (Q) there is a cp E p’ = p ( Q’ such 
that ( * ) holds. As Y n X, (Q) is stationary, by Fodor’s lemma there is a single cp E p 
such that for stationarily many Q’ E Y n X, (Q), ( * ) holds. Clearly, cp satisfies our 
demands. 
(4) + (2): Choose cp E p such that for cofinally many Q’ E X, (Q), ( Z+ ) holds. Let 
Y ={Q’~[Q]O:(*)holds}andY’=cl(Y)nX,(Q),wherecl(Y)isthesetofunions 
of countable chains of elements of Y. So Y’ E Club(Q), and it suffices to prove that for 
Q’ E Y’, ( * ) holds. So let Q’ E Y’. Choose Qn E Y, n < o, with Qn E Qn+ 1 for n < o 
and Q’ = Un Qn. Since Qn, Q’ E X, (Q), we have Q,, c E Q’. By Lemma 1.2 we have to 
prove that for every a G Q’: 
(a) p’/Eo,( co,a) is dense in [q]nS(Q’). 
So let a E Q’ and choose $(x, b) over Q’, below q. Choose n so large that a, b E Q.. 
Let pII = pi Q.. Since Q,, E Y, by Lemma 1.2, p,/EoJ 03 ,a) is dense in [q]nS(Q”). In 
particular, there is an r E [ tj( x, b)] n S( Qn) with p. G o. r( 00, a). Let f be an automor- 
phism of Qn sending pn to r, withf(a) = a. Choose b’ such that f(b’) = b. So we have 
$(x, b’) E pn and ab =Q. ab’( CC ). Since Qn E _ Q’, also ab E-Q’ ab’( co ). So there is an 
automorphism g of Q’ with g(ab’) = ab. Let r’ = g(p’). Since $(x, b’) E p’, we have 
t&x, b) E r’. Also r’ G-Q’ p’( CO ,a). This proves (a). 
(1) -+ (2): Suppose I” is a transitive extension of I/ in which Q is countable and 
p Q-isolated. Suppose (2) fails. 
Hence in I/, for club many countable Q’ E Q, p’ = p 1 Q’ is not Q’-isolated. So for 
club many Q’ E Q there is an a E Q’ such that for p’ = p I Q’, ~‘/EQ,( co, a) is nowhere 
dense. By Fodor’s lemma there is an a E Q such that for stationarily many Q’ G Q, 
~‘/EQ,( co, a) is nowhere dense. 
Since p is Q-isolated in I/‘, for some cp E p, ~/EQ( co, a) is dense in [q] nS( Q) 
(in V’). 
As above, we can find tj(x, b) over Q, below cp, such that (in V), for stationarily 
manyQ’cQ,p’/EQ,(co,a)n[ll/(x,b)]=8forp’=pIQ’.ChoosefEAut(Q)(in V’) 
such that f(a) = a and f(p) E [$(x, b)]. Choose b’ c Q with f( b’) = b. So 
ab E-Q ab’( co). Choose a countable Q’ in (V) such that Q’ G 3 Q, 
p’/EQ,( 00, a)n [$(x, b)] = 8 and a, b, b’ E Q’. Since Q’ c _ Q, we have 
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ab s-Q' ab’( cc ), which gives us an automorphism g of Q’ with g(p’) E [$(x, b)], 
a contradiction. 
(2) + (1): Assuming (2) we will actually prove that p is Q-isolated in any transitive 
extension V’ of I/ in which Q is countable. Since the notions of a set being dense and of 
L,,-equivalence are absolute, by Lemma 1.2 and (2) w(4), in I/’ for some cp E p there 
are countable Qn c ~ Q for n < o such that Q = Un <o Qn and for each n, pn = p 1 Qn is 
Q,-isolated and &I&( cc ) is comeager in [ cp] n S( Qn). As in the proof of (4) + (2) we 
see that p is Q-isolated in I/‘. 
The last paragraph shows that in the definition of Q-isolation the choice of V’ is 
irrelevant. 
(1) + (5): Assume p is Q-isolated in V. Let I/’ be any transitive extension of I/ and 
I/” a transitive extension of I” in which Q is countable. So Y” is a transitive extension 
of V. By (l)++(2), p is Q- isolated in I/” and by the definition of Q-isolation p is 
Q-isolated in V’. 
(5) + (1): is similar. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
As a consequence of absoluteness ofQ-isolation proved in the above theorem we get 
that many properties of Q-isolation proved in the countable case, are true in general. 
We list some of them in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4. Assume Q and Q’ are I,,,-equioulent, M = SH(Q) = SH(Q’), p = tp(u/Q) 
and q = tp(b/Q’). 
(1) tp(ub/Q) is Q-isolated ifStp(u/Q) is Q-isolated and tp(b/Qu) is Q-isolated over a. 
(2) Zfp is Q-isolated then p&&(Q) and SH(p) < a + 1. 
(3) 1f p is Q-isolated and q is Q’-isolated then tp,+l,Q(a) = tpa+l,Q,(b) implies 
(Q,a) =:,(Q',b). 
(4) If p is Q-isolated and tp =+3,Q(a) = tpm+3,Q,(b) then q is Q’-isolated. 
(5) Zf p is strongly Q-isolated then p is Q-isolated. 
(6) Zf p is Q-isolated then there is cp(x, e) E p such that whenever e’ E Q’, 
(Q,e) --m (Q’,e’) and qE [q(x,e’)]nS(Q’) is Q’-isolated then (Q,u) =m (Q’,b). 
(7) If Q-isolated types are dense in S(Q) then p is Q-isolated iffp is strongly Q-isolated. 
Proof. First notice that by [9, lo], the lemma is true when Q, Q’ are countable. Let V’ 
be a generic extension of V in which Q, Q’ are countable. Since (l)-(6) hold in I/’ and 
are clearly absolute, they hold also in I/. 
For (7), suppose p is Q-isolated and we shall prove that p is strongly Q-isolated. So 
let b E Q. By (l), every Q-isolated type is Q-isolated over b. So p is Q-isolated over 
b and types Q-isolated over b are dense in S(Q). By (6) there is a formula cp E p such 
that for every type r E [ cp] A S(Q) which is Q-isolated (over b), we have p = Q r( cc ). In 
particular, p/EQ( cc, b) is not nowhere dense. Since b was arbitrary, p is strongly 
Q-isolated. 0 
Similarly we get the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1.5. (1) Assume Q and Q’ are L,,- equivalent. If M E I$ is Q-atomic and 
M’ E K,, is Q’-atomic then M and M’ are L,,-equivalent. Also, 
SH(M) < SH(Q) + 1. 
(2) M E K, is Q-atomic iflfor club many countable M’ G M, M’ is Q’-atomic, where 
Q’ = @(M’). 
(3) If M E K, is Q-atomic then M is strongly Q-atomic, that isfor every a G M, tp(a/Q) 
is strongly Q-isolated. 
Proof. (1) Use absoluteness and the fact that (1) is true in the countable case. In (2) use 
diagonal intersection. 
(3) It follows by Lemma 1.4(7). q 
Thus far we have shown that a Q-atomic model is unique up to L,,-equivalence. 
The major drawback is that for an uncountable Q such a model may not exist, even in 
case if for some countable Q’, Q’ and Q are L,,- equivalent and there is a Q’-atomic 
model M’. In such case we know what the Scott sentence of a Q-atomic model M is; 
still, such an M may not exist simply because for example there may be no Q-isolated 
types (see Example 3.10). Still in many cases, for superstable T, Q-atomic models exist. 
To construct them we need the following transfer lemmas, which relate Q-isolation of 
p to Q’-isolation of p’ for some p E S(Q), p’ E S( Q’) and Q, Q’ countable. Strictly 
speaking we relate not Q-isolation of p and Q’-isolation of p’, but p/E,( co) and 
p’/E,,( co ) being nowhere dense. This is relevant to Q-isolation via Lemma 1.2. 
We must recall more notions from [lo]. First, for stable T and p E S(Q) we may 
define Cb(p) E Qeq = dcleq(Q) (see also [ll]). For each formula cp(x, y) there is 
a formula d,(y,z) such that for every p E S(Q), Cb(p) = dcleq((aP: cp EL)), where 
d,(y,a,+,) defines p 1 cp. Let Cb,,(p) = {ag: cp e L}. p does not fork over Cb(p) and 
p 1 Cb(p) has a unique nonforking extension over any Q’ = @(M’) such that 
Cb(p) c Qleq. We denote this extension by p 1 Q’. The following remark has a similar 
proof as the corresponding lemma in [lo] in the countable case. It may be also proved 
by absoluteness. 
Remark 1.6. Assume Q, Q’ are L,,- equivalent, p = tp(a/Q), q ‘= tp(b/Q’). Then 
(Q,a) =, (Q',b)iff(Q,Cbdp)) +,(Q',Cbdq)) iff(Q,CWp)) =,(Q',Cb(q)). 
The next lemma was proved in [ 101 for countable Q. For uncountable Q the proof is 
similar. 
Lemma 1.7. Assume p E S(Q) and p/Eo (2) is not nowhere dense. 
(1) Zf T is stable then p is locally isolated. 
(2) If T is superstable then some qo(x, a) E p has no forking (oer a) extension in S(Q). 
Now we proceed with transfer lemmas. 
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Lemma 1.8. Assume T is superstable, Q, Q’ are countable, Q G Q’, p E S(Q) and 
P’ = P I Q’. 
(1) ZfQeq c”= Qreq and p/Eo( CC ) is nowhere dense then p’/Eo,( CO ) is nowhere dense. 
(2) 1jQ cPs Q’ andf ormulas over Q with no forking extension over Q’ are dense in 
L(Q), then p’/Eo,( cc ) being nowhere dense implies p/Eo( co ) is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Choose q(x) E p with R,( cp) = R,(p) = R,(p’) = y. (1) Suppose p/Eo( CC ) is 
nowhere dense and p’/Eo,( co ) is not nowhere dense. By [lo] there is cp’ E p’ such that 
p’/Eo,( a~ ) is dense in [ cp’] n S(Q’). W.1.o.g. cp’t- cp. Hence cp’ does not fork over Q. 
Moreover, 
(a) no type r E [ cp’] n S( Q’) forks over Q. 
Indeed, suppose rE[$]nS(Q’) forks over Q. Hence y’=R,(r) <R,(rlQ)< 
R,(q) = y. Choose x E r with R,(X) = y’. Since p’/E,( co) is dense in [$]nS(Q’), 
there is r’ES(Q’) with r’ =o,p’(~) and XEr’. So R,(r’)dy’<y, while 
r’ =o, p’( CO ) implies R,(r’) = R,(p’) = y, a contradiction. 
Now by the open mapping theorem there is cpr(x) over Q below cp such that for 
rES(Q),cp1Eriffcp’ErIQ’.Sincep/E~(oO)isnowheredense,thereisX(x,y)ELsuch 
that for some a E Q, x’(x) = x(x, a) I- (pl and p/Eo( CO )n [x’] = 8. 
By the choice of cp 1, x’ & rp’ is consistent, so there is an r E p’/I&( CO )n [x’ & q’]. By 
(a), r does not fork over Q, so Cb(r) G Qq. Let Cb,(p) = (a,: cp E L) and Cb,(r) = (b,: 
cp~L}. Since p’ - of r( CO), by Remark 1.6, a, =Q’ b,( CO). Qeq E,, Qreq implies 
ay z Q b,( co ). So there is an automorphism fof Q sending a, to b, and p to some q. 
Since 6,(y, a,) defines p 1 x and S,(y, b,) defines r I x, we get q ) x = r I x. In particular, 
2’ E 4. Since q E p/Eo( c/3 ) we get a contradiction with [x’] np/EQ( co ) = 8. 
(2) Suppose P/EQ( co ) is not nowhere dense. So we can assume p/Ep( 00 ) is dense in 
CdnS(Qh an d h c oose cp’ over Q, below cp, with no forking extension over Q’. Hence 
(a) holds again, with cp’ over Q (and there is no need to choose cpl now). By (a), since 
every r E S(Q) has a unique nonforking extension r I Q’ over Q’, we have 
(b) for every r E [ cp’] n S( Q):‘ r F r I Q’. 
Since ~‘/EQ,( 00) is nowhere dense, there is x(x,y) and a E Q’ such that x’(x) = 
x(x, a) F rp’ and ~‘/EQ,( co ) n [I’] = 8. By (a) and (b) w. 1.o.g. a E Q. So we can choose 
an r ES(Q)~[X’] with p =Q r( co). Again let CbO(p) = {a,, (PE L) and 
Cb,(r) = {b,, cp E L). By Remark 1.6, a, =Q b,( CO). So Q E, z Q’ implies 
a, =Q’ b,( CO ). Again, there is an automorphism f of Q’ mapping a, to b, and p’ to 
some q’ E S( Q’). As in (1) we see that 2’ E q’, contradicting ~‘/EQ,( co ) n [x’] = 8. 0 
The next lemma improves slightly Lemma 1.8. 
Lemma 1.9. Assume T is superstable, Q c Q’ are countable rp’( x) = rp(x, a) E L(Q) has 
no forking extension over Q’, p’ES(Q’)n[cp’), p=p’IQ. Let a:S(Q’)n[$] + 
S(Q) n [ cp’] be restriction. 
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(1) ZfQeq E,, Q’ eq then cl(p’/&( a)n[q’]) E 71-l (cl(p/&( co)n[#])). 
(2) ZfQ cPs Q’ then z-i (cl(&( cc )n[#])) c cb’/EQ’( CO b-l [@I)- 
Proof. Clearly rc is a homeomorphism. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.8, so 
we omit it. 0 
The next lemma is a variant of Lemma 1.8 for stable theories. We say that 
(A,(ai,iEI)) and (B,(bi,iEZ)) are locally L,,- equivalent if for every finite J c I, 
(A,(ai,iEJ)) and (B,(bi,iEJ)) are L,, -equivalent. Notice that the assumptions of 
Lemma 1.10 below are satisfied e.g. when Q ~~ Q’ and p’ = p 1 Q’. 
Lemma 1.10. Assume T is stable, Q, Q’ are countable, p E S(Q), p’ E S(Q’) and 
(Q,Cb,(p)),(Q',Cb,(p'))are locally&,- equivalent. Then ~/EQ( cc ) is nowhere dense 
ifSp’/E~#( CO ) is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Since Q/Q’ are countable, we may assume Q = Q’. The proof is parallel to that 
of Lemma 1.8. Instead of co -rank we use local isolation (Lemma 1.7). Local L,,- 
equivalence of (Q, Cb,(p)) and (Q’, Cb,(p’)) implies that p is locally isolated iff p’ is 
locally isolated. We leave the details to the reader. 17 
2. How to construct a Q-atomic model 
In general, we succeeded in constructing Q-atomic models M E KQ for superstable 
T and some Q of power < 2’0. Let cov X be the minimal number of meager sets 
necessary to cover the real line. Notice that Martin’s axiom implies COVE = 2K0. 
Assume T is superstable and Q-isolated types potentially exist and are dense (that is, 
they exist and are dense in some generic extension V’ of V). The last assumption is 
natural, without it a Q-atomic model does not exist in any generic extension of I/. 
Using these assumptions, in Theorem 2.1 we apply the omitting types theorem to 
construct a Q-atomic model when IQ1 < cov X. In Theorem 2.2, when IQ I = K1 and 
Qeq is &-homogeneous, we find a Q’-atomic model for some Q’ Ed Q of power Ki . 
The construction of Q’ in Theorem 2.2 is a variant of an old Vaught’s construction of 
an uncountable atomic model. In case when Q has a countable component which is 
extensive, in Theorem 2.5 we find a Q’-atomic model over some Q’ =a, Q with 
IQ’1 = cov X. Finally, in Theorem 2.8 we show that if K = IQ1 < cov Y and T is 
superstable with (up to L,,-equivalence) < 2K0 models in KQ of power K, then 
a Q-atomic model exists. 
We write A E,,~ B if every formula over A with no forking extension over A has no 
forking extension over B. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume T is superstable, IQ I < cov X and 
( *) for club many countable Q’ E Q, Q ‘-isolated types are dense in S(Q’). 
Then Q-isolated types are dense in S(Q) and there is a Q-atomic model M E K,. 
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Before we begin the proof let us notice that for superstabe T ( * ) in Theorem 2.1 is 
equivalent o any of the following conditions. 
(1) For stationarily many countable Q’ c Q, Q’-isolated types are dense in S(Q’). 
(2) For cofinally many countable Q’ ~,r Q with Qfeq E _ Qeq, Q’-isolated types are 
dense in S(Q’). 
(3) For some (every) transitive extension V’ of V with the same ordinals, if Q is 
countable in V’ then in V’, Q-isolated types are dense in S(Q). 
The proof of this equivalence uses Lemma 1.8 and is similar to that of Theorem 1.3, 
but easier, so we omit it. 
Also, by [9], I( T, K,) < 2”o implies ( at ). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It suffices to prove that a Q-atomic model exists. Let K = IQI. 
We shall prove that 
(a) there are k-many nonisolated types pd, ct < K, over 0 such that for every p E S(Q), if 
p is not Q-isolated then p l-pa for some a. 
First, we can find countably many types pnr n -c w, such that for every p E S(Q), if 
p E B(Q) or every formula cp E p has a forking extension over Q, then p F p,, for some 
n < w. 
Now suppose cp(x,a) is a formula over Q with no forking extension over Q. In 
particular, for every type p E G = [ cp( x, a)] n S( Q) we have 
(b) Cb(p) z acl(a) and {cp(x,a))uCb(p)l-p. 
Indeed, p 1 Cb(p) has only one nonforking extension over Q, and all forking 
extensions are excluded by cp(x, a). 
Suppose p E G is not Q-isolated. Then there is a b c Q such that for every countable 
Q’ r,,Q with Qleq E _ Qeq containing ab, 
(c) p’/E,,( co, b) is nowhere dense, where p’ = p 1 Q’. 
Indeed, suppose p E G is not Q-isolated. Then there is a countable Q” E,,~ Q with 
Q”es s ~ Q’q such that a s Q” and p” = p 1 Q” is not Q/‘-isolated. By Lemma 1.2, there 
is b E Q” such that p”/E,,,( co, b) is nowhere dense. Now let Q’ be any countable 
subset of Q containing ab, with Qreq s ~ Qeq and Q’ znf Q. Choose a countable 
Q* ~,r Q with Q*eq E _ Qeq, extending both Q’ and Q”. By Lemma 1.8 we see that 
p*/E& co, b) and p’/E,, ( 00, b) are nowhere dense, where p* = p I Q* and p’ = p I Q’. 
This proves (c). 
For any b c Q choose a countable Qb Enf Q with Qiq c ~ Qeq, containing ab, such 
that Qb-isolated types are dense in S(QB). Let rcb : G + Gb = [ cp(x, a)] nS(Qb) be 
restriction. By (b), zb is a homeomorphism. Since &-iSOhted types are dense in Gb, 
there are nonisolated types p$ n < w, over Qb such that pi I- q(x, a) and for every 
r E Gb, if r is not &-iSOlated then I t- p”, for some n < w. By (b), pi are nonisolated over 
Q. In order to show (a) it suffices to prove 
(d) If p E G is not Q-isolated then p i-pi for some b E Q and n c w. 
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So let p E G be not Q-isolated. Choose b c Q such that for every countable Q’ s,,r Q 
with Qleq c _ Qeq and ab E Q’, p’/&( co, b) is nowhere, dense, where p’ = p 1 Q’. In 
partkdar, pb/EQ,( 00, b) iS nowhere dense, where pb = p 1 Qb. So for some n, pb k pi. 
This proves (d) and (a). 
By [S, Corollary 2.51 there is a model M E K, omitting types pa, CI -C K, from (a). So 
M is Q-atomic. 0 
Suppose T is superstable and in some transitive extension I/’ of T/, there is 
a Q-atomic model. Then Theorem 2.1 states that in a Cohen generic extension Y” of 
T/, there is a Q-atomic model. V’ may collapse cardinals. Y” does not. The natural 
question arises: when can we find a Q-atomic model just in I’? That is, when can we 
drop the assumption that 1 Q) < cov X in Theorem 2.1? As we shall see later, 
sometimes no Q-atomic model exists even when 1 Q 1 = Ki , simply because in V Q- 
isolated types are not dense in S(Q). However, sometimes we can find a Q’ E, Q with 
IQ’1 = N1 such that there is a Q’-atomic model. The construction of Q’ in the next 
theorem is a variant of an old Vaught’s construction of an uncountable atomic model. 
The Vaught’s construction deals essentially with homogeneous models. The reader 
will not miss much assuming in the next theorem that c(* = 0, that is Qeq is No- 
homogeneous (then S,(8, Qeq) is countable for every /I < c(* vacuously). 
Theorem 2.2. Assume T is superstable, IQ I = K1, SH( Qeq) = c1* is countable, for every 
b < CY*, S,(& Qeq) is countable and for club-many countable Q. c Q, Q,,-isolated types 
are dense in S(Q,,). Then there is Q’ of power K1 such that Q’ --co Q and there is 
a Q’-atomic model M with Q(M) = Q’. 
Proof. By Lemma 0.3 choose a continuous sequence Qa,, u < wl, of countable subsets 
of Q such that for c( < ol, QEq s 9 Qeq, Qa c,,, Q, Q;q s,. Qeq and Q,-isolated types 
are dense in S( Qa). This implies SH( Qiq) = c1*. We shall construct a continuous 
sequence M,, ~1 < ul, of countable models such that if QL = @(M,), then the follow- 
ing hold: 
(a) For /I < CI, Q;Pq E 5 Qzq, Qi z,,r QL and QFq E,. Q2q. 
(b) QL and Qd are isomorphic. 
(c) M, is Qi-atomic. 
For c1= 0 we take Qh = Qa and choose M, as any Q,,-atomic model. 
Successor case. Suppose CI = /3 + 1, we have constructed M, and Q;, and want to 
find M, and QL. We rely on the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume T is superstable, Q, Q ’ are countable, Qeq G ,, e Qleq and Q E,r Q ‘. 
Then for every Q’-atomic model M’ E K,, there is an M c M’ such that @(M) = Q and 
M is Q-atomic. 
Proof. First notice that Q-isolated types are dense in S(Q), that is there is a Q-atomic 
model. Indeed, suppose q(x) is a formula over Q. W. 1.o.g. cp has no forking extension 
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over Q. Q sncQ’ implies cp has no forking extension over Q’ as well. Choose 
p’ E S( Q’) n [ cp] which is Q’-isolated. By the choice of cp, p’ does not fork over Q. Since 
Qeq in E Qfeq, by L emma 1.8, for every c G Q, p/I&( cc ,c) is not nowhere dense, 
where p = p’ 1 Q. By Lemma 1.2, p is Q-isolated, and p E [ cp] n S( Q). 
Now it suffices to prove the following: 
( * ) Suppose cp(x, a) is a formula over M’ and tp(a/Q) is Q-isolated. Then for some 
b E cp( M’, a), tp( ah/Q) is Q-isolated. 
Since there is a Q-atomic model, clearly we can choose a c realizing cp( x, a) such that 
p( xy) = tp(cu/Q) is Q-isolated. By Lemma 1.7 there is a formula $(xy) E p with no 
forking extension over Q. W. 1.o.g. +(xy) t- go(xy). Choose b G M’ realizing Ii/(x, a). 
Since Q &Q’, $(xy) has no forking extension over Q’, so tp(ub/Q’) does not fork 
over Q. By Lemma 1.8 again, Qeq E” _ Q ‘eq implies tp( ub/Q) is Q-isolated, so we are 
done. 0 
Now let N” be any countable Q,-atomic model. By Lemma 2.3 there is NB E N” 
which is QB-atomic. Since Qs and Qi are isomorphic, by Lemma 1.5 there is an 
elementary mapping fwhich is an isomorphism between M, and ND. Extend fso that 
its range contains Na. We define M, as f - ’ [N”], QL as f - ’ [ QJ. Clearly (a)-(c) hold 
for this choice of M,. 
Limit case: Suppose c( is limit and for every j? < c1 we have constructed MD and Qh. 
We define M, as uBca M, and QA as UBca Qb. We must check that conditions (a)-(c) 
hold for this choice of M,. By the finitary character of forking, Q,$ E ,,r QL for every 
/? < CI. Also, Qzq, being a countable union of an E,. -chain of sets with Scott height 
x*, has Scott height CI* itself and QTq ca. Q2q for /? < c1 (by Lemma 0.2). So 
Q;q c 9 Qzq for every /I < CI. Thus (a) holds. QF and Qzq are countable, have Scott 
height CI* and by the inductive hypothesis realize the same a*-types over 8, so they are 
isomorphic, i.e. (b) holds. We must check that M, is QL-atomic. Suppose not. Then for 
some a E M,, p = tp(u/Qi) is not QL-isolated. By Lemma 1.2, for some b E Q& 
p/E,J CC, b) is nowhere dense. Choose /I < c( so large that p does not fork over Qb and 
a, b E M,. By Lemma 1.8, Q;1 sPF Qi implies p’/&( co, b) is nowhere dense, where 
p’ = tp(u/Q;). By Lemma 1.2, tp(u/Qb) is not Qi-isolated, contradicting the inductive 
hypothesis. 
Let M = Ua+,, M,, Q’ = Ua<,, Q& So Q’eq has Scott height u* and realizes the 
same @*-types over 8 as Qeq. It follows that Q’ and Q are L,,-equivalent. To see that 
M is Q’-atomic, notice that for every a c M, if a E M, then for every p 3 ~1, tp(u/Qi) is 
Qj-isolated. This concludes the proof. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Assume T is superstable, Q. is countable and K,-extensive. If there is 
a Q,-atomic model M with G(M) = Q,, then for some Q of power HI, with countable 
component Q,,, there is a Q-atomic model M’ with @(Ml) = Q. 
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Notice that if T is superstable, Q has power K1 and is atomic over 8 or over an 
infinite indiscernible set I c Q, then Q has a countable component. Also, if Q is 
&-saturated (as a model of T I@), then Q has a countable component provided that 
T is small. Hence in these cases. if Q-isolated types potentially exist and are dense, by 
Corollary 2.4 a Q’-atomic model exists over some Q’ =co Q with IQ’1 = K1. 
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 we tried to construct Q-atomic models over some large 
(uncountable) sets Q. The more control over Q we have, the easier it is to construct 
such a model. So the next theorem shows that if a countable Q. is extensive then for 
some Q of power cov % with Q. cm Q, there is a Q-atomic model. This conclusion is 
stronger than in Corollary 2.4. The assumption of Q. being extensive is so strong that 
we can take Q to be a Skolem hull (in some larger language) of some indiscernible 
sequence. This ensures the existence of a Q-atomic model. 
Theorem 2.5. Assume T is superstable, Q. is countable, extensive and there is a Qo- 
atomic model M with @(M) = Qo. Then for some Q of power cov X, Q. coo Q and 
there is a Q-atomic model N with @(N) = Q. 
Proof. Inspecting the proof of Lemma 0.6(2) we see that there is a countable language 
L* extending L, a theory T* in L* with Skolem functions, extending T I@, and an 
order-indiscernible set I of large power such that the Skolem hull (in L*) X(I) is 
L,,-equivalent to Q. (in L), and moreover, for every J E: I, X(J) E, %(I) ( cm is 
meant in (5 as an L-structure). The same is true for any order-indiscernible set I’ (in 
T*), which is equivalent o Z (that is increasing tuples from Z and I’ realize the same 
formulas of L*). In particular, Q. is a countable component of X(Z). In the last 
sentence we regard of course &?(I) as a subset of 6 with its L-structure. 
Let .Z be an indiscernible sequence (in T*) of power cov X, equivalent o Z and let 
Q = s(J). We shall prove that there is a Q-atomic model M with Q(M) = Q. Clearly 
it suffices to prove the following: 
( * ) If A is a Q-atomic set containing Q with I A\Q I < cov X and cp( x, a) is a formula 
over A with no extension over A with smaller cc -rank, then for some b realizing 
cp(x,a), Ab is Q-atomic. 
Suppose A and cp are as in ( * ). In particular, cp( x, a) has no forking extension over 
A. Let G = [ cp( x, a)] n S( A). For c c A choose a finite .Z, s J such that tp(c/Q) does 
not fork (in T) over Qc = %(Jc). Hence we have QE s, Q and Qc is isomorphic to Q,,. 
Also, Qc s co Q implies Q:’ c E Qeq and Qf ~,,r Q, so by Lemma 1.8, tp(c/Q,) is 
Q,-isolated. The following claim holds for any theory, not necessarily superstable. 
Claim 2.6. Suppose tp(c/Q’) is Q”-isolated Q’ srn Q” is countable and tp(c/Q’) is 
Q’-isolated. Then (Q’,c) c,(Q’, ) ( c meaning that Q’ ~~ Q” in T(c) = Th(&c)). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the claim for countable Q”. Let a G Q’. We must 
find an elementary mapping f: Q’c + Q”c with f(ac) = ac, such that fl Q’ is an 
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isomorphism of Q’ and Q”. Let p” = tp(c/Q’), p1 = tp(c/Q’). p1 is Q’-isolated over a, 
so for some II/(x, 6) over Q’, $/EoI( cc, a) is comeager in [tj( x, b)] n S(Q’)]. Since 
Q’ ~~ Q”, also in Q” we have that [$(x, b)] n S( Q”) meets exactly one nonmeager 
classofE&co,a).Letg:Qr + Q” be an isomorphism fixing ah Let g(p’) = r. Since 
r is Q”-isolated over a and 1+9(x, b) E r, we have r -ok p”( cc, a). So there is an 
automorphism h of Q” fixing a, with h(r) = p”. We have hg : Q’ + Q”, hg(ab) = ab 
and hg(p’) = p”. So we are done. 0 
By the claim, (Qf,c) z,(Q,c). Let 
S, = {p E G: for b realizing p, tp(bc/Q) is not Q-isolated}. 
By Lemma 1.4(l), tp( b/A) E S, iff rp( b, a) holds and tp( b/Qc) is not Q-isolated over c. 
So it suffices to prove that G # lJc E A S,. 
Claim 2.7. (1) S, = S,, where c’ = c\Q. 
(2) S, is meager. 
Proof. (1) For every b c Q, tp( b/Q) is isolated, so by Remark 1.3, tp(b/Qc’) is 
Q-isolated over c iff tp(b/Qc’) is Q-isolated over c’. 
(2) Since for c c d c A, S, c Sd, w. 1.o.g.a & c. For finite J1 c J extending J, let 
S,(J,)= (PEG:PI*(J 1 1 c is not X(J1)-isolated over c>. We prove 
(a) S, = U {S,(Ji):J, E Jr C J}. 
Indeed, suppose p E S,(J,). Since Qc coo X(J1) E, Q and so tp(c/Q) does not fork 
over Z(Ji), we have again by Lemma 1.8 that tp(c/X(J,)) is Z(J,)-isolated and 
( YP( J1 ), c) s m (Q, c). As cp( x, a) has no forking extension over A, p does not fork over 
X’(Jr)c. So by Lemma 1.8(l) (and Lemma 1.2) p 1 Qc is not Q-isolated over c. This 
means p E S,. Now suppose p E S,. So for club-many countable Q1 c Q, p 1 Qrc is not 
Q1-isolated over c. We can choose such a Qr with (Qr,c) cm (Q,c) (in T(c), Q also 
has a countable component). Since cp(x, a) E p, p does not fork over Q1c. By Lemma 
1.2, there is b G Q, such that pl/EQl( co ,bc) is nowhere dense in S(Qrc). Choose 
a finite J1 E J extending J, such that b g X(Jr). W.l.o.g.X(Ji) E Qr. Again, 
(&‘(Jr),c) ~,(Qi,c). By Lemma 1.8(2), plX(Jl)c is not X(J,)-isolated over c. 
That is, p E S,(J,). 
Notice that 
(b) For finite Jr s J containing J,, S,(J,) is meager. 
Indeed, let n: G + S(X’(J,)c)n[cp(x,a)] be restriction. Since cp has no forking 
extension over A, by the open mapping theorem, rt is open. Since &?( J 1 ) is isomorphic 
to Qo, *(Jr)-isolated types are dense in S(X(Jr)). Since J, E Jr, tp(c/X(J,)) is 
&(J1)-isolated, so the set S:(J,) = {p E S(X(J,)c)n[cp(x,a)]: p is not %‘(J,)-iso- 
lated over c) is meager in S(&‘(J,)c). We have S,(J,) = n-‘(S:(.Ji)), so n being open 
implies S,( Jr) is meager, too. 
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Next we prove the following: 
(c) Assume .Ji , J’, E J are finite, contain J, and the atomic type atp(JJJ,) of J1 over 
J, in (J, < ) is the same as atp(J;/J,). Then S,(J,) = S,(J;). 
Here < is the ordering with respect o which J, is order-indiscernible. (c) is the only 
place in the proof where we really use the assumption that J is order indiscernible (in 
T*). To prove (c) notice that since tp(c/QE) t- tp(c/Q) and atp(JJJ,) = atp(J;/J,), 
there is an elementary mapping f(of Q) with fl Qcc = id and f(X(J1)) = s(J;). As 
cp has no forking extension over A, for p E G we have 
(d) P IQcct-PIQ~. 
Hence we havef(pl%(J,)c) =pl,“Ea(.l;)c. So for p~G,plZ(J~)cis %(J,)-iso- 
lated over c iff p I X(J;)c is X(J;)-isolated over c. This proves (c). 
There are countably many atomic types of the form atp(J,/J,) for finite J1 E J, so 
(c) implies that there are countably many sets of the form S,(J,) for finite J1 with 
J, c J1 c J. By (a) we conclude that S, is meager, proving the claim. 0 
By Claim 2.7 we have 
Since cp( x, a) has a minimal co -rank, every family of open disjoint subsets of G is 
countable. In particular, the set G’ of locally isolated types in G is (corneager in G and) 
a Polish space (cf. [S]). There are < cov X sets S,, c c A\Q, so by Claim 2.7, G’ 
cannot be covered by them. By (e) it follows that G # UE c ,., S,, and the theorem is 
proved. 0 
If I( T, K,) < 2”0 then there is an atomic model of T. Also for countable Q, if there 
are < 2’O-many countable models in KQ, then there is a Q-atomic model in KQ. The 
next theorem deals with the case of uncountable Q. 
Theorem 2.8. Assume T is superstable, 1 Q I = IC < cov X and in KQ, there are, up to 
L,,-equivalence, < 2”0 models of power K. Then there is a Q-atomic model M with 
G(M) = Q. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that condition ( *) from Theorem 2.1 holds here. We shall 
prove 
(a) If Q’ is countable, Qreq E _ Qeq and Q’ z,~Q then Q’-isolated types are dense in 
S(Q'). 
First, notice that since every type in S(Q)\B(Q) is realized in a model in KQ of 
power K, K -c ZKo implies that 
(b) for every a E Q, there are < 2’0 EQ( 00 ,a)-classes on S(Q)\%?(Q)_ 
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Now let Q’ snf Q be countable with Qreq c _ Qeq. Let a’ = SH(Q’). Suppose (a) is 
false for Q’. Then for some b G Q’ and formula q’(x) = cp(x, b), 
(c) there is no Q/-isolated types in S( Q’) n [ $1. 
W. 1.o.g. cp’ has no forking extension over Q. We claim that 
(d) for some a E Q’ extending b, the set 
x,(Q) = { ~l(p/E~,(a’ + 1,~)): p E S(Q’)n[q’l\~(Q’)} has power P”. 
Suppose (d) is not true. Notice that the equivalence relation E on S( Q’)n [ cp’] 
defined by p E q iff cl(p/Eo(a’ + La)) = cl(q/Eo,(a’ + La)) is Borel. So if (d) is not 
true then for every a c Q’, the set X,(Q) is countable. In particular, the set 
Z = {PE s(Q’)nCv’I\WQ’): f or some a c Q’, p/Epr( a’ + 1, a) is nowhere dense} is 
meager. (Z is contained in a union of countable many elements of countably many sets 
X,(Q’), a G Q’.) By Lemma 1.2, every type pES(Q’)n[cp’]\(ZuC@(Q’)) is Q’-iso- 
lated, contradicting (c). This proves (d). 
Fix an a E Q’ extending b, such that X,(Q’) has power 2’0. So the set 
Y,(Q’) = P(PIE~,( m,u)):p~S(Q’)n[qf]\B(Q’)} haspower2’0.Let Q” ~,,rQbe 
countable with Q’ 5 Q” and Q “eq E E Qeq. Since cp’ has no forking extension over Q, 
the restriction rc: S(Q”)n [qf] + S(Q’)n[$] is a homeomorphism. By Lemma 1.9 
we have 
YJQ”) = {+Cyl: YE Ya(Q’)J. 
In particular, for p’, q’ E S( Q’) n [ cp’] \B(Q’) we have 
(e) if cl(p’/Ep( co ,a)) # cl(q’/Eo,( cc ,a)) then cl(p”lEQ4 ~0 ,u)) Z cl(q”/EQ,,( 00 ,u)), 
where p” = p’ 1 Q” and q” = q’ 1 Q”. 
Now choose pi E S(Q’)n [cp’]\B(Q’), a < 2h’0, with cl(ph/E~,( 00, a)) # 
cI(P;/EQ,( co, a)) for a # fl. Let pa = p: ) Q. We claim that pa f~Pa( 03, a) for a # b, 
contradicting (b). 
Indeed, suppose pd =Qps( 03 ,a) for some a # /?. Then as in the proof of Lemma 
0.3(2) we can find a countable Q” s,rQ containing Q, with Qneq c E Qeq, such that 
pz sQTf pi( 03, a), where pi = pm 1 Q”, pj = ps 1 Q”. This implies d(p&‘/E~,,( cc, a)) 
= cl(p”/EQ( cc ,a)), contradicting (e). This proves (a) and the theorem. 0 
3. An application: weak categoricity over @ 
For countable Q, let us say that T is weakly &-categorical over Q if up to 
isomorphism there is only one countable model N of T with Q = Q(N). The following 
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theorem, proved in [9], characterizes this notion in the manner of the Ryll- 
Nardzewski theorem on ‘&,-categorical theories. 
Theorem 3.1 (Newelski [9]). Suppose Q is countable. Then thefollowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) Up to isomorphism, there is only one countable model in K,. 
(2) For every n < co, every type p E S”( Q)\#‘( Q) is Q-isolated. 
(3) For every n < CO and every p E S”( Q)\W( Q), p/l&( CC ) is open in S”( Q)\.G?“( Q). 
Now the problem arises whether we can define the notion of weak categoricity over 
Q = Q(M), which is possibly uncountable, so that a transfer theorem analogous to the 
Morley categoricity theorem is true. Suppose P(x) is a predicate symbol of L. 
Following [4] we say that T is rc-categorical over P if whenever M, N are models of 
T with P(M) = P(N) of power K, then there is an isomorphism of M and N fixing 
P(M) pointwise. 
The example in [S] shows that the categoricity over a predicate may stop at Kk 
while holding for KO, . , Kk _ 1. The failure of categoricity over P in Kk is witnessed 
there by two nonisomorphic models M, N of power Kk with P(M) = P(N) having 
power Kk. That is, not only there is no isomorphism between M and N fixing P(M) 
pointwise, but there is no isomorphism between M and N at all. This shows that if we 
want our notion of categoricity over Q in higher power to satisfy an analog of the 
Morley theorem, then the notion of isomorphism of models is too strong. Here we 
replace it with the notion of L,, -equivalence, which is reflected in the following 
definition. 
Definition. (1) T is weakly categorical over Q if whenever M, N are models of T with 
Q = a(N), then M and N are L,,-equivalent. 
(2) T is weakly K-categorical over @ if for all M, N, if @(M) and @(N) have power 
K and are L,, -equivalent, then M and N are L,,-equivalent. 
Corollary 3.2. If Q is countable then T is weakly categorical over Q ifs T is weakly 
&,-categorical over Q. 
Proof. ( -) is trivial, since countable L,, -equivalent models are isomorphic. For 
( +- ) notice that if T is weakly &categorical over Q then Theorem 3.1 implies that 
every model M E K, is Q-atomic, so we are done by Lemma 1.5. 0 
The notion of L,, -equivalence has great advantage over the notion of isomor- 
phism: it is absolute (cf. Remark 7.2 in [2]). This is essentially the reason why the 
following theorem is true. 
Theorem 3.3. Zf T is weakly &-categorical over @ then T is weakly K-categorical over 
@for every injmite K. 
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Proof. Suppose in some set-theoretical universe I/, T is weakly &,-categorical over 
@ and T is not weakly K-categorical over @ for some K 2 Ho. By Corollary 3.2, T is 
weakly He-categorical over @ iff 
(a) for all countable M, N I= R with @(M) = Q(N), we have M E N. 
Since T is not weakly k--categorical over @, there are models M, N of T with @i(M) 
and @(N) L,,- equivalent, of power K, such that M and N are not L,,-equivalent. Let 
V’ be a generic extension of I/ in which M and N are countable. So in V’, M and N are 
countable nonisomorphic models of T, with Q(M) ?z Q(N), thus in I/‘, T is not 
weakly &-categorical over @. On the other hand (a) is a II&sentence, hence by 
Shoenfield’s absoluteness theorem it is absolute. So in V’, T is weakly &categorical 
over @, a contradiction. 0 
Referring to elementary substructures of (H( A), E, . . . ) (as in Lemma 0.3(2)), we can 
say more: if Q = @(M) and Q’ = @(M’) are L,,- equivalent, while M and N are not 
L,,-equivalent, then for club-many countable Q. G Q, T is not weakly categorical 
over Qo. The transfer lemmas from Section 1 and the theorems on existence of 
Q-atomic models enable us for superstable T to relate weak categoricity over Q for 
various sets Q. So we get a partial converse of Theorem 3.3 for superstable T. 
Corollary 3.4. Assume T is superstable, Q. is countable, Q$ G,,= Qeq and 
1 Q 1 < cov ~$7. If T is not weakly categorical over Q. then T is not weakly categorical 
over Q. 
Proof. W. l.o.g., up to L,,-equivalence, there are < 2”0 models in K,. So by The- 
orem 2.8 there is a Q-atomic model M E K,. Since T is not weakly categorical over 
Qo, by Theorem 3.1 there is p. E S(Qo)\B(Qo) which is not Q,-isolated. By Lemma 
1.8, p = pO 1 Q is not Q-isolated. Let N E K, realize p. So M and N are not L,,- 
equivalent. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Assume T is superstable, Q. is countable and T is not weakly categorical 
over Qo. 
(1) If K < cov X and Q. is k-extensive then for any Q of power K with Q. srn Q, T is 
not weakly categorical over Q. 
(2) Zf Q. is HI-extensive and there is a QO-atomic model in K,, thenfor some Q of power 
EE1, Q. &m Q and T is not weakly categorical over Q. 
(3) If Qo is extensive and there is a Qo-atomic model in KoO, then for some Q of power 
COVE, Q. coo Q and T is not weakly categorical over Q. 
Proof. The proof uses Lemma 1.8 and the corresponding theorems on existence of 
Q-atomic models. Notice that E, implies E _ and ~,,r. 17 
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Despite the remark after Theorem 3.3, the next theorem shows that if 
I( T, K,) < 2Ko then there are countable type-definable sets over which T is weakly 
categorical. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume I( T, K,) < 2’0, X,(x), n < w, are k-types over 8 with 
Ck = u.<W X,( 6). Forjnite I E o let X,(x) be a type over 8 with X1( 6) = UnsI X,( 6). 
Then for someJinite I G w there is a countable model M of T such that T is weakly 
categorical over X,(M). That is, whenever N is a countable model of T with 
X,(M) = X,(N) then M and N are isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. The following is the main step of the proof. 
( * ) If I 5 w is finite, M countable and T not weakly categorical over X,(M) then 
there are finite J G o extending I and countable N, N’ with X,(N) = 
X,(N’) = X,(M) such that X,(N) and X,(N’) are not isomorphic. 
Clearly using ( * ) we can construct 2”o nonisomorphic ountable models, contradic- 
ting the assumption that I( T,K,,) < 2K0. So it suffices to prove ( *). We rely on 
Theorem 3.1 and Remark 1.3 (they are true also for type-definable countable sets Q). 
Since T is not weakly categorical over X,(M), by Theorem 2.3 there is a type 
r E S( X1( M))\&I(X,( M)) which is not X1( M)-isolated. Let a realize r. By Remark 1.3 
we can assume that a is a sequence of k-tuples. So Ek = U. X,(K) implies that for some 
finite J E o containing I, a E X,(C). Let N be a countable model containing a with 
X,(N) = X,(M). Then clearly X,(N) is not X1( M)-atomic. On the other hand, since 
I( T,&,) < 2K0, b y [9] there is a countable model N’ with X1( N’) = X,(M), which is 
X,(M)-atomic. It follows that X,(N) and X,(N’) are not isomorphic. 0 
Suppose X,(x) is a k-type furnished by the above theorem and Q(x) is a formula 
over 0 such that Xi(X) F Q(x) (or more generally, X,(6) c dcl(@(E)). Assume M is 
a countable model such that T is weakly categorical over X,(M). Hence M is 
X,( M)-atomic. By the general transitivity of Q-isolation [lo], we have that M is 
@( M)-atomic as well and T is weakly categorical over a(M). M may be a very strange 
model. Transfer Lemma 1.8 for superstable theory implies that M may be taken 
prime. 
Corollary 3.1. Assume T is superstable and weakly categorical over Q = Q(M), where 
M is a countable model of T. If @( N)‘q is homogeneous and Q’ = @(N) c Q then T is 
weakly categorical over Q’. In particular, if N is prime then T is weakly categorical over 
Q’ = Q(N). 
Proof. By Lemma 0.2, Qfeq E, Z Qeq. Suppose T is not weakly categorical over Q’. 
Then some p’ E S(Q’)\B(Q’) is not Q’-isolated. By Lemma 1.2 this means that for 
some a c Q’, p’/Eo,(co ,a) is nowhere dense. Let p = p’[ Q. By Lemma 1.8(l), 
p/Eo( CC, a) is nowhere dense as well, so p is not Q-isolated. This shows that T is not 
weakly categorical over Q, a contradiction. 0 
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Corollary 3.7 shows that (for superstable T) weak categoricity over some countable 
Q is related to weak categoricity over some other countable Q’. Suppose for example 
that T is small. Then Q is homogeneous iff Qeq is homogeneous (cf. [9]). Assume T is 
superstable. So for a homogeneous countable Q, T is not weakly categorical over Q if 
Q realizes sufficiently many types over 0. If Q is countable atomic and T is not weakly 
categorical over Q then T is not weakly categorical over any countable homogeneous 
Q’. If Q is countable saturated and T is weakly categorical over Q then T is weakly 
categorical over any countable homogeneous Q’. In general, we do not know how to 
construct sns -extensions, except for the case of homogeneous ets, when every 
extension is an E, c -extension. In one case we can go beyond the case of Scott height 
0. Recall that a set A is almost atomic over B if for every a c A there is b E B such that 
for every c E B extending b, tp(a/c) is isolated. 
Remark 3.8. Assume T is superstable, SH( Q) < 1, I c Q is infinite and indiscernible, 
J is a Morley sequence in Av( 1/Q) and Q ’ is almost atomic over QJ. Then Q E ,, E Q’. 
Proof. Let a G Q. It suffices to prove that { tp(ab): b & Q} = { tp(ab) : b c Q’}. So let 
b E Q’. Choose a b’ c QJ’. Choose a b’ E QJ such that tp(b/ab’) is isolated. Since 
I c Q, by superstability we can find a copy b” E Q of b’ over a, and then a b* c Q with 
bab’ z b*ab”. In particular, tp( ab) = tp( ab*). 0 
Corollary 3.9. Assume T is superstable, Q is countable, SH(Qeq) < 1, I E Q is infinite 
indiscern ible, J is a countable Morley sequence in Av(I/Q) and Q’ is almost atomic over 
QJ. Then, if T is not weakly categorical over Q then T is not weakly categorical over Q’. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 consists in rearranging an w,-chain with union Q, to 
obtain a Q’ E, Q. The next example shows that this rearrangement may be necessary, 
that is there may be no Q-atomic model in K,, and Q’ z Q. 
Example 3.10. Let M = (2”, + , E,, P),, <o where (f+ s)(n) =f(n) + s(n) (mod2), 
j&g iff fl n = g 1 n and P is a dense subgroup of (2’, + ) of index 2 in 2”. Let 
T = Th(M), p” be the generic type of the connected component of the group M and 
a(x) = P(x). So T is superstable, with countably many countable models. Let N* be 
a countable model of T and Q* = @(N*). For a l ‘b* let p.(x) be the unique type in 
S( Q*) extending { 1 P(x)} u x { E, a. n < CO}. We have PES(Q*) n [iI’( is Q*-iso- 
lated iff p # pa for any a E Q*. Now suppose Q = G(N) contains a realization of every 
strong l-type over 0 extending P. Then Q’ E, Q for some atomic countable Q’ and 
there is no Q-atomic model in K, simply because no type in S(Q)n [lP(x)] is 
Q-isolated. 
More generally, using Lemma 1.10 one can prove, assuming CH, that if T is stable, 
Q srn Q’ are countable, p E S(Q) is Q-isolated and p’ = p 1 Q’ is not Q’-isolated, then 
for some Q” of power x1, Q E m Q” and Q”-isolated types are not dense in S( Q”), 
hence a Q”-atomic model does not exist. 
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Returning to the set Q from the example, we see that there is exactly one (up to 
isomorphism) model in Kc, so T is weakly categorical over Q. However, if Q’ omits 
some strong l-type in P over 8, then in K,, there are exactly 2 models, one of which is 
Q’-atomic. Hence for any countable Q (or: Q of power < 2”0) T is not weakly 
categorical over Q. 
This shows that we cannot replace in Corollary 3.5( 1) cov X by ( 2K0)+, in 3.5(3) 
cov X by 2”0 and in 3.5(2) “some Q of power Ki with Q. ~~ Q” by “any Q of power 
K1 with Q. c,Q”. 
Also, we see that cov X bounding 1 Q 1 in Theorems 2.1 and 2.8 cannot be replaced 
by (2’9’. 
Still a problem remains how to construct Q-atomic models for stable T. 
Conjecture 3.11. Zf T is stable, I( T,Ko) < 2’0, Q has a countable component and 
IQ1 = K,, then there is a Q-atomic model in K,. 
By Lemma 1.10, Conjecture 3.11 would yield a generalization of Corollary 3.5(2). 
One approach to Conjecture 3.11 would be to test whether Corollary 3.7 holds for 
stable T. 
Conjecture 3.12. Assume T is stable, I( T, K,) < 2’0 and {X,, n < co} is a partition ofak 
into QJ - A-dejinable sets. Then there is ajinite I E w such that for every formula G(x) 
over 8 with Uns, X, c @(a), ifM is countable and Q = @(M) is atomic then M is prime. 
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